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Abstract: Estimating traffic volume at a link level is important to transportation planners, traffic engineers, and policy makers. More specifically, this vital parameter has been used in transportation planning, traffic operations, highway geometric design, pavement design, and resource allocation. However, traditional factor approach, regression-based models, and artificial neural network models failed to present network-wide traffic volume estimates because they rely on traffic counts for model development, and they all have inherent weaknesses. A review to previous research work and the state-of-practice clearly indicates that the Traditional Four-step Travel Demand Model (TFTDM) was generally based on large traffic analysis zones (TAZs) and networks consisting of high functional-class roads only. Consequently, this conventional modeling framework yielded a limited number of link traffic assignments with fairly high estimation errors. In the light of these facts and the obvious need of accurate network-wide traffic estimates, this review is conducted. In particular, this paper provides an extensive review of using traditional travel demand models for improved network-wide traffic volume estimation. The paper then focuses on the challenges and opportunities in achieving high-fidelity travel demand model (HFTDM). This review has revealed that, opportunities in relation to both technological advances and intelligent data present a substantial potential in developing the proposed HFTDM for a much more accurate traffic estimation at a network-wide level. Finally, the paper concludes with key findings from the review and provides a few recommendations for future research related to the topic.
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INTRODUCTION: BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

Traffic volume estimates are important to transportation planners, traffic engineers, and policy makers. More precisely, they are used by many Departments of Transportation (DOTs) and highway agencies to help plan, build, and maintain transportation infrastructure at county, provincial, and national levels. Traditionally, traffic volume estimates are most often obtained from count stations (either temporary or permanent) installed on limited locations covering mainly the upper functional class of the roadway network (arterial and up) due to expensive costs of installation and maintenance. Further, attempts to estimate network-wide traffic volume using analytical approaches, such as regression-based models and artificial neural network models (ANN), were criticized for their limited capability of estimating traffic volumes for groups of functionally classified roads rather than individual ones. Furthermore, ANN approach is mainly applied for research purposes and too complicated for practitioners. In addition, all existing traditional methods require traffic counts for model development. However, since traffic counts are not available for a significant portion of road network, especially for low-class roads, these techniques fall short in providing network-wide traffic estimates.

Traditional Four-step Travel Demand Model (TFTDM), developed in U.S. more than fifty years ago, is still used by various highway and transportation agencies worldwide to predict traffic volumes for specific roadway network links at both local and regional levels despite well documented weaknesses and flaws [1,2]. Traditionally, the four-step travel demand model (FSM) is represented by aggregate zones. It divides a study area into traffic analysis zones (TAZs) sometimes at a very coarse level, which are assumed to be spatially homogeneous and zonal attributes are mostly represented by aggregate averages. Moreover, traditional models use skimmed roadway networks, which mostly ignore low-class roads (collectors and local streets).

Evidently, fairly large TAZs and limited roadway network (arterials and above) used in the traditional travel demand modeling framework caused biased and unbalanced trip distribution and assignment over the roadway network. Large zones tend to yield a higher percentage of intrazonal trips, which are not accounted for because trips generated in a zone were forced to end at the same zone. Therefore, only limited intrazonal traffic was assigned to low-class roads causing underestimated traffic estimates on this class of
roads and overestimated on higher functional-class of roads resulting in significant errors and limited traffic assignments on low-class road. More precisely, local roads are mostly ignored and presented by “centroid connectors”, which are characterized as a simplified representation of the local roadway networks that let individuals access the major roadways. Although local roads account for the majority of any roadway network (about 85% in Canada) both traditional traffic counting schemes and modeling procedures ignored this functional class road, therefore, traffic information of this class is either not available or very inaccurate. The accuracy of link volume estimation is measured by comparing modeled traffic volumes to traffic count data obtained from various traffic count programs on a link-by-link basis through statistical validation parameters. The mostly used link validation parameters are: Percent Assignment Error (PAE), Absolute Percent Assignment Error (APAE), Root Mean-Square Error (RMSE), and Coefficient of Determination ($R^2$). Then, errors of traffic assignment models are compared with maximum allowed based on documented guidelines or local practices developed by various highway/transportation agencies [3-5].

Generally speaking, traditional travel demand models failed to provide network-wide traffic estimation, which could be validated by investigating the percentage of Zero-Assignment Link (ZAL) [6]. The test allows modelers to evaluate the model performance in relation to network-wide traffic assignment capabilities. To this day, the proposed ZAL test lacks documentation because transportation agencies mostly ignored the issue of network-wide volume estimation capabilities of traditional travel demand model as part of their recommended calibration/validation checks. Ultimately, the ZAL test should be an addition to documented “reasonableness checks” included in the guidelines and practice documents published by various transportation/highway agencies dealing with travel demand modeling issues. Limited network assignment capability is a serious problem because of the implications of using link volume estimates in Vehicle Miles of Travel (VMT) calculations for many applications such as emission modeling. Vehicles-Miles of Travel (VMT) is estimated by the ability of the model to replicate observed VMT collected from various counting programs. Modeled VMT is validated using performance measure of percent error conducted at the roadway network level of a study area and at facility type such as local roads level. The former is basically a reasonableness test on the four steps of TFTDM: trip generation, trip distribution, model split, and traffic assignment, while the later is a close check on the assignment algorithm that includes link data summaries of travel time, travel speed and capacity. Various highway/transportation agencies used such guidelines to compare between modeled and measured VMT [3].

In an effort to overcome the aforementioned shortcomings of traditional travel demand models, some recent technological advancements and intelligent data can help disaggregate geographic space allowing for levels of spatial analysis finer than ever before. Today, employing intelligent data-collection technologies and data sources such as remotely sensed images, parcel-based digital property maps (DPM) and tax-assessment data, land-use maps, point-based postal data for improving modeling estimations could be entirely completed within a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) environment. Indeed, GIS hold particular promise to overcome limitations of the aggregated coarse zonal structure. After all, GIS is a predominantly data-processing tool with various functionalities for spatial analysis, including managing, sorting, analyzing, and displaying data, which can greatly facilitate the integration of diverse intelligent data sources as presented in the systematic integration framework shown in Fig. (1).

To begin with, the general purpose of this paper is three-fold: (1) to review the current practices of GIS-based traditional travel demand models in relation to network-wide traffic volume estimation; (2) to identify the challenges to achieve network-wide traffic modeling; and (3) to discuss the existing opportunities from the emerging technological and intelligent data perspectives. Accordingly, this paper is organized into the following four sections: in the first section, a critical review of the literature in relation to network-wide traffic volume modeling/estimation and capabilities using the traditional four-step model is conducted; then, we present challenges facing the development of HFTDM together with several opportunities to achieve this goal in second section. In the third section, we introduce the potential contributions from HFTDM. Finally, in the fourth section we discuss a number of conclusions identified from the review and list a set of recommendations for future research in the field.

**CRITICAL REVIEW OF LITERATURE**

Literature on traditional four-step travel demand models is vast and couldn’t be covered in this single review paper. Hence, this literature review is being conducted in the context of exploring the possibility of enhancing traditional travel demand model for network-wide traffic estimates purposes. Thus, the focus of this review is on TFTDM related to the following topics: (1) Modeling practices, (2) Modeling network-wide traffic volumes, (3) Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) design and selection, and (4) Advanced technology and “intelligent” data sources for modeling purposes.

**Review of Traditional Modeling Practices**

Model in transportation planning is a decision-support tool for planning activities and policy scenario analysis. Traditional travel demand models are a set of mathematical/statistical relationships constitutes four-step procedure developed as a response to the U.S. major interstate highway construction projects carried out in the 1950s. Therefore, by large, these models were developed with macroscopic perspective to help size capital facilities. After all, it is in this regard, Douglass Lee published in the Journal of American Planners his famous paper “Requiem for large-scale models” [7] where the role of models as a tool for scientific planning was severely criticized. Lee expressed his concern about the planning context resulting from large scale urban models, which weaken their response to well-defined policy issues. Recently, Horowitz voiced the scale concern on his statewide travel forecasting synthesis review document. Although the author acknowledged the many successful applications of statewide models, he mentioned obstacles, which are facing modelers such as the scale of statewide model and the coarse zone system being used [8].
Generally speaking, modeling practices follow three broad scale and organizational hierarchy presented as follows:

- **Macroscopic**: Statewide Models: State Departments of Transportation (DOTs).
- **Mesoscopic**: Regional Models: Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs).
- **Microscopic**: County/Municipal Models: Local planning bodies.

Various jurisdictions around the world and in particular many states in USA developed their models based on the Urban Transportation Planning System (UTPS) process, which is a typical standardized version of the “four-step” models. Hence, this led to deficiencies in statewide travel demand models, which are listed as follows [9]: (1) size of networks may overly burden the computational process, (2) size of some zones led to very coarse traffic assignments; and (3) omission of many roads led to excessive volumes on links near urban areas. Further, Horowitz and Farmer [10] noted that the most prominent problems in implementing statewide models relate to issues of scale. Because of the zonal aggregation in urban areas, there are a large number of intrazonal trips, which are discarded during the assignment step. The authors concluded that, of all statewide travel demand model steps, traffic assignment appears to be the weakest. Additionally, scale issue and coarse zone system were further emphasized by two separate peer [8,11], which also have recognized the maturity of some operational statewide models and further reported their successes.

Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) in the U.S. were established as part of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1962 and charged with regional transportation planning for metropolitan areas with population of fifty thousand or more. Further, MPOs are required to use travel demand forecasting models to estimate future travel demand and analyze the impacts of alternative transportation investment scenarios [12]. Various studies [12-14] noted general satisfaction expressed by MPOs with the four-step model and shifting to advanced modeling procedures was challenged by budget constraints and lack of expertise. Furthermore, MPOs were spectacle that “advanced practices” will yield improved forecasts or will permit the agencies to address questions that now go unanswered. Evidently, the study showed general consistency in the modeling framework used by MPOs which was GIS-based traditional four-step model or three-step by omitting model choice model from the process.

The literature covering modeling practices at the municipal/local level is scarce partly because it is a continuation of small MPO models, which typically are used directly by local municipalities and modified to address their own planning purposes and modeling needs. For example, in Canada, municipalities and urban areas are primarily involved in strategic transportation plans and travel demand forecasting. And yet, most urban areas have a 4-step model and there are no activity-based models in operation within municipalities [13].

### Modeling Network-Wide Traffic Volumes with Improved Accuracy

This section of the literature review will examine both the state-of-practice and state-of-art of using TFTDM as a tool for estimating network-wide traffic volumes. This will be achieved by considering TAZ structure and roadway network details. Although the interaction between the zoning structure and the detail of network was of concern to transportation community, it appears that it has been largely overlooked in the literature and in the practice. Whereas, this interaction should not be ignored, the general recommendation is to use a more detailed roadway network with small TAZ structure and a less detailed one for large TAZ for network-wide traffic estimation [15], which sounds like a common sense. As part of their efforts to estimate traffic volumes for low-class roads using traditional travel demand model, Zhong and Hanson [16] developed a GIS-based travel demand model to estimate traffic volume for low-class roads. The model was applied to York County and Beresford Census Consolidated Subdivision (CCS) in the Province of New Brunswick. Their study was in agreement with [15] regarding increased estimation accuracy achieved.
by reducing the size of the analysis zone. However, both studies didn’t investigate the impact of TAZ disaggregation on the model’s capability in terms of network-wide traffic assignment and estimation.

As mentioned previously, Khatib et al. [15] studied the effect of TAZ structure on travel demand forecasts. The study concluded that the use of fairly large TAZs produced results with fairly high estimation errors, mainly related to the unbalanced trip distribution and limited traffic assignment over the highway network. Additionally, a GIS-based travel demand model was developed based on a variety of TAZ structures, centroid locations, and road network for Latah County in Idaho, USA. The assignment results were validated based on Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) traffic counts. The study concluded that the smaller the TAZ, the higher the model estimation accuracy. Also, the authors noted that TDMs using the detailed road network by including roads from all functional classes achieved better assignment results regardless which level of TAZ being used. The recommendation is consistent with the above “common sense” use a more detailed roadway network with smaller TAZ structure and a less detailed one for larger TAZ for network-wide traffic estimation. It will be of interest for future research to investigate the impact of the combination of 11 TAZ structures with the four levels of centroid locations and detailed road networks (employed by the study) on the model’s capability of network-wide assignment and traffic estimation. Finally, Cambridge Systematic -Inc [17] mentioned that large TAZs with both production and attractions (dwelling and employment) will ignore the assignment of large number of intrazonal trips. They recommended reducing the number of intrazonal trips by decreasing the size of the TAZs.

The need to estimate traffic volumes on local roads without excessive cost incurred by traditional data collection schemes and limitations of the aggregated coarse zonal structure inspired Mustafa and Zhong [18] to develop GIS-based improved travel demand model using space disaggregation technique. The grid-based technique disaggregated coarse TAZs into three levels of smaller spatial units, each carrying its own unique features. The use of smaller homogenous zones resulted in effective distribution of traffic onto all road classes including low-class local roads which in turn improved the capability of assignment coverage of TFTPDM. Test results from this research resulted in an increase of overall network coverage of 17% with most improvement contributed to low class local roads.

In their efforts to model truck traffic within a municipality on minor arterials, collectors and local roads, Marker and Goulias [19] developed a methodology based on the new Quick Response Freight Manual (QRFM) for modeling truck traffic in Centre County, Pennsylvania, using TransCAD (a GIS transportation planning software). A comparison is made in truck traffic estimation between two models when the model resolution is changed. One model used census tracts and the other used census blocks and block groups as TAZs. Both models used the same network, which included all major highways and most local roads in the urbanized region of the county. The results of these two models were compared with the truck counts from Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) databases obtained from the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT). The study reported that the estimated truck traffic link volumes favored the use of the more disaggregate TAZ scheme, which was based on blocks and block groups. The study concluded that the use of disaggregated TAZs improved the overall model accuracy significantly, but with almost all improvements to increased accuracy over low-class local roads.

In this regard, Horowitz [20] attempted improving traffic assignment based on fine spatial resolution and detailed roadway network. First of all, the author identified the following problems in traffic assignment procedures employed in traditional four-step model: (1) large zones with their true trip origins or destinations being considerably distant from their zone's centroid or from the point at which the centroid connectors attach to the arterial network, and (2) traditional network coding methods, using hypothetical centroid connectors and ignoring local streets. For these reasons, the author proposed the following spatial precision in his traffic assignment: sub-zoning around links by creating small TAZs referenced to its corresponding centroid and drawn as polygons on top of the network. Basically, traffic assignment is performed where each TAZ is drawn as a link service area in what the author referred to as “area-spread assignment”. The author tested area-spread assignment on a detailed network in Fredericton, New Brunswick that contained all streets in the city and extremely small zones. The study reported that area-spread assignment did a better job of replicating volumes on the detailed network than traditional coarse TAZ assignment, although computation times were much longer. The author pointed out that this difference by itself should be a sufficient incentive to planners to seriously consider spatial issues in network coding and traffic assignment. Finally, the author concluded that a traffic assignment with all local streets should produce better results than an assignment without them. Fortunately, the author’s concerns of computational and source data constraints to perform high-resolution spatial analysis is no longer holding with recent technological advances in processing speed and storage along with GIS.

This literature review investigated a number of traditional four-step models developed at varying level of geographies (small city, county, regional, and MPO) in the U.S. All developed models failed to achieve a network-wide traffic volume estimate because they ignored local roads or their traffic estimates were fairly inaccurate for low-level roads (collector or lower) [8,14,21-23]. More to the point, TRB Special Report 288 [12] mentioned that highway networks coded by MPOs usually include all or almost all freeway, expressways, major arterial, minor arterial mileages and feeder/collector routes but not local roads. The document reported that on average less than 25% of local mileage is represented. As local streets are rarely coded into model network, they have been simulated by the centroid connectors [14]. In this regard, the network developed under “the-state-of-the-practice” guidelines recommended coding links up to collectors to capture at least 85% of the vehicle trips [24]. Moreover, the guideline document claimed that this level of network detail would be able to capture 90% or more of the vehicle trips. From our point of view, capturing
90% of the traffic volume generated should necessitate the inclusion of local streets, especially in urban zones where the majority of the network consists of local streets and fairly large amount of traffic is local. Needless to say, NHCHR 365 [21], a master document of traditional travel demand modeling focusing primarily on the needs of smaller urban areas, considered local roads as “unwanted details”, which should be filtered out when building up the model network. The document recommended, an ambiguous rule-of-thumb, to include only local streets that carry a substantial volume of traffic (e.g., those directly connected with arterials and highways).

It can be argued that local streets are not functionally designed to carry significant traffic volume at link level, but collectively, they have the potential to carry significant traffic volume because they account for the majority of any roadway network (about 85% or more in Canada). Thus, ignoring this functional class from any roadway network used in modeling analysis will no doubt have serious consequences.

To this end, literature review conducted in this research paper clearly revealed that achieving improved TFTDM is highly dependent on disaggregating the study area with a fine zone structure and transforming related census data into the developed fine zones. To start with, spatial disaggregation is accompanied with the challenge of determining an optimal TAZ structure (number and size), which will result in the best overall model accuracy. Also, it is critical to determine the most suitable statistical measures to be used for model accuracy evaluation. State-of-the-practice revealed the use of \( R^2 \) (Coefficient of Determination) or “goodness of fit” as a measure for model accuracy. Optimal \( R^2 \) is related to the optimal TAZ structure and can be studied using the concept of diminishing marginal returns. For each iteration run, the model uses a finer TAZ structure, which will improve \( R^2 \) value (close to 1.00) towards an optimum value after which the marginal effect of the fine TAZ structure on \( R^2 \) diminishes. In our opinion, for the purposes of testing model’s sensitivity to the spatial resolution of TAZs, the diminishing marginal effect of fine TAZ structure on the overall model accuracy should be evaluated for each TAZ disaggregation technique proposed in the development of TFTDM. On the other hand, transformation of census data from one level of spatial geography to another (areal interpolation) cannot ignore errors and biases associated with data aggregation, which is related to the way the data being collected and reported before any further spatial disaggregation. No doubt, coarse zones highly influence the modeling accuracy because they may contain very low number of trips (high statistical error), very high intra-zonal trips (missing data error) and very coarse spatial resolution (high geographic scale error).

Limitations of the aggregated coarse zonal structure have led to the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in order to disaggregate the coarse zones into smaller spatial units, which involves spatial disaggregation of TAZs and transformation of socioeconomic data and both are associated with spatial analytical issues, which can substantially affect the modeling results. Miller [25] identified some of the major spatial issue related to travel demand modeling as follows: (1) modifiable area units problem (MAUP) and ecological fallacy (EF), (2) spatial dependence (association) and spatial heterogeneity. The former is related to scale and zoning effects while the later touches spatial dependence and heterogeneity effects. Both issues can have a strong influence to the results of traffic demand modeling, but they have so far received little recognition from travel demand modeling community.

To conclude, despite the recognition of transportation community for the improved TFTDM, which is featured with higher spatial resolution TAZ structure, disaggregated input data and detailed networks including roadways from all functional classes, no one has addressed the fundamental question regarding the extent to which zonal disaggregation is feasible. In our opinion, the answer to this question is frequently raised during TAZ design process, which is performed outside the traditional modeling framework on one hand and highly dependent on a set of contradicting constraints (irrationalized process) on the other hand. Further, traditional four-step models are lacking a sensitivity analysis mechanism, which can provide a feedback linking the accuracy assessment of the outputs of traffic assignment models with the TAZ design step. Finally, TAZ design process is surrounded by the above spatial analytical issues, which so far received little attention from travel demand modeling community, although they could strongly influence travel demand modeling results. For the previously mentioned reasons, one should note, the relationship between zone spatial resolution and modeling accuracy has been recognized but not fully understood, which makes it an area open for more research and innovations.

Ultimately, the solution to the spatial aggregation issue above (the relationship between zone spatial resolution and modeling accuracy) seems to disaggregate space to the household level and modeling unit to individual person level. However, highly disaggregated TFTDM would likely shift the traditional molding framework to a new paradigm, which has a component of disaggregated urban land use model that interfaces with the traditional four-step model. Clear examples of this hybrid modeling approach are TRANSIMS and UrbanSim models. To start with, four-step model has inherited weaknesses in accurately forecasting traffic estimates under complex urban land-use transportation system. Most fundamentally four-step models are not behavioral in nature, using highly aggregate zones, and its outputs and estimates are not responsive to the complex range of policies from planners and politicians. Increasing environmental concerns to congestion and sprawling land use patterns, combined with four-step model inherited weaknesses, has led to the emergence of activity-based disaggregate microscopic modeling packages such as TRANSIMS.

TRANSIMS (TRansportation AnAlysis and SIMulation System) initially developed in 1996 at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) as a part of Travel Model Improvement Program (TMIP). TRANSIMS uses census and survey data to synthesize population (individuals and households) at micro level to simulate (in real time) trips and generate traffic dynamics. TRANSIMS modeling paradigm establishes an integrated, multi-modal, and regional transportation system analysis tool, which is based on a cellular automata microsimulator. Indeed, TRANSIMS is capable of combining demand modeling and traffic operation by modeling discreet individual vehicles or individuals and...
platoons of traffic flows. TRANSIMS, an open source travel demand modeling software, which consists of the following five sequentially structured modules: population synthesizer, activity generator, route planner, traffic micro-simulator and emissions estimator.

TRANSIMS could be implemented on modular basis at two distinct tracks of 1 or 2. Track 2 is the typical five modules stating with population synthesizer module, while Track 1 is capable of integrating traditional four-step models of trip generation, trip distribution, and mode choice with the traffic assignment modules (Router and Microsimulator) TRANSIMS. This link between the two models may be able to fulfill the promise of transforming the static assignment from TFSTDMs to dynamic network simulation in TRANSIMS. Further, the integration of the two models will improve the modeling capabilities of TFSTDMs by including better Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) for traffic operation purposes, and policy analysis at planning level.

The integration of disaggregated models with traditional four-step travel demand model - a hybrid modeling approach - is also evident in UrbanSim model. UrbanSim is a simulation system for supporting planning and analysis of urban land development, which takes into account the interactions between land use, transportation, the economy, and the environment. It is intended for use by various jurisdictions and transportation organizations for the purpose of exploring the impact of infrastructure development and policy choices on various community outcomes such as urban form, motorized and non-motorized accessibility, housing affordability, and greenhouse gas emissions (http://www.urbansim.org/Main/WebHome). UrbanSim is open source metropolitan-scale software developed in the late 1990s at the University of Washington. Basically, UrbanSim package integrates eight models to predict the household, employment, and land characteristics for each 150 square meter grid cell covering the modeled area. While its comprehensiveness is attractive to many land use modelers, others are deterred by the numerous data requirements [26].

Travel demand model is exogenous to UrbanSim and the link between the two models is two-way, since that is accessibility from the travel demand model will influence the location decisions of developers, employers, and residents in the long-run largely determines travel demands among different locations. The external travel model provides travel times and utilities to the Accessibility Model. The travel model is typically run only once every five simulated years or when there is a major change to the transportation system, since running it is relatively cumbersome and since its outputs generally change much more slowly than others in the simulation. However, UrbanSim is designed to run annually, updating the accessibility values based on the evolving spatial pattern of activities [27]. Further, UrbanSim can work with various transportation models such as those activity-based travel model with the aggregated zone [28] and general four-step TDM, which allows regional accessibilities to be recalculated at regularly scheduled interval [29].

Developers of the above disaggregated models (TRANSIMS and UrbanSim) are typically confronted by the high-resolution socioeconomic and demographic data required, which is scarce and difficult to attain, for building and calibrating such models. Further, it has been observed that the use of highly disaggregated zone system will result in large highly sparse O-D matrix with too many unpopulated cells. Overall, disaggregated models are recommended for jurisdictions that have sufficient resources and time to overcome data gathering challenges, and that have a need to answer policy questions regarding dynamic behavior, which simply cannot be answered using an aggregate model [30]. It is true that, a closer link between the macro-level traditional travel demand models and micro-level disaggregate (activity-based and microsimulation) models is attractive to the transportation community due to the benefit gains for both modeling paradigms. However, an important aspect of the link between macro-level and micro-level models is the ability of the macro-level model to provide the micro-simulation with right transport demand or accessibility values. This may not be easily achieved as the spatial resolution of the two levels are just too different. Equally important, macro-level modeling process could take advantage of micro simulation results, but it has to reconcile the micro-simulation errors or dynamics from that level. Further, Holyoak and Statzic noted that confidence in the results of “linked” macro and micro models will often depend on strong data-exchange relationships and consistency in the modeling theory and outputs achieved [31].

**Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) Design and Selection**

Traffic demand modeling exercise typically starts with defining a study area. Then, the study area is subsequently subdivided into basic geographic units called traffic analysis zones (TAZs) used for data collection, tabulation, and analysis. And zoning system is a long, established practice for incorporating spatial structure into transportation demand models. Moreover, each TAZ is characterized by socioeconomic and land use variables and therefore, TAZ selection and configuration is perceived to plays a major role in reducing the errors encountered in travel demand modeling.

Martinez and colleagues stated, “Defining a good set of TAZ is still one of the transportation unsolved problems” [32]. This problem stays because transportation community hasn’t reached a consensus about TAZ configuration and design. In this regard, Horowitz [20] voiced concerns about choice of spatial precision of travel demand model and related this to the challenge of selecting the right size and placements of traffic analysis zones (TAZs). Further, the author characterized TAZ selection as a compromise among data preparation costs, computation costs, and model accuracy. Finally, the author observed a recent trend toward greater spatial precision in models due to advances in computer speed and geographic information system (GIS) technology.

To date, TAZ design process is purely a planner and decision maker exercises related to different criteria being used and knowledge of the study area being modeled. Sometimes, the TAZ selection is as naive as being simply adopting exiting census geographies or even based on merely a perception to the study areas. After all, TAZ design and selection is performed outside the four-step models, even
though it is still a vital step in the whole modeling process. Evidently, a well-designed TAZ system will definitely have an impact on modeling results in terms of assignment capabilities and accuracy. Thus, this review will shed the light on TAZ design and selection following three general tactics: (1) employ existing census hierarchical geography (2) employ modeler's judgment guided by a set of “rules of thumb”, and (3) employ rule-based analytical techniques (using GIS-based spatial analysis).

Using geographic areas from census at varying spatial scale (Dissemination Block (DB); Dissemination Area (DA); Census Tracts (CT); etc.) provides modelers readily available demographic data and saves efforts, time, and complications that may arise from designing a new TAZ structure. However, concerns have risen from the fact that census geographies are not designed for modeling purposes to start with, and therefore, they are highly aggregated to preserve confidentiality. Moreover, census boundaries are arbitrary in nature and drawn to follow existing roadway network for data collection purposes. Further, their design does not follow any TAZ design criteria and guidelines. Consequently, census boundaries may cross-cut demographic and economic features on the ground without considerations to a wide variation in size, population, and land use density related to various urban and rural census geographic areas. Certainly, this will pose concern to modeling results. Despite those mentioned pitfalls, researchers continue to rely on census because it is the only affordable, geo-referenced, concise, reliable source of data available to them. On the other hand, scholars have identified census as an “inherently impoverished source of data, which is limited by coarse and arbitrary zonal boundaries” [33]. Ultimately, as the census geographies do not fit modeling purposes in most cases, they should be reconstructed under a set of modeling criteria in order to achieve a set of modeling goals. For this reason, the rest of this section will closely look at the remaining two TAZ design approaches: “rules of thumb” and rule-based analytical techniques. To start with, Cambridge Systematics [17] prepared detailed guidelines to the best practices in TAZ disaggregation. The document included a set of specific guiding “rules of thumb”, which are basically a reasonability checklist recommended for TAZ delineation. Further, the document provided illustrative procedures for splitting TAZs and distributing socioeconomic data.

Literature on TAZ design for travel demand modeling purpose is scarce and sparse. And mainstream transportation modeling literature is largely silent on TAZ design issues and procedures [33]. At best, TAZ selection and design are addressed in many transportation planning publications and textbooks as a set of criteria or “rules of thumb.” However, to date, there is no formal method for guiding the design of TAZs. Table 1 on the next page summarizes these design criteria or “rules of thumb” and corresponding studies.

Review from Table 1 (on the next page) reveals the following findings:

- Literature review reveals that TAZ design issues have been overlooked by most transportation community and further it is challenged by lacking a well-defined concept.
- Each study included a defined list of criteria for TAZ structure design, which are set by researchers and practitioners to fit their modeling needs, but not all of these criteria are technically justified, and some of them are included merely to facilitate data processing.
- To-date, both the-state-of-the-art and the-state-of-the-practice haven’t provide a solid methodology to rationalize TAZ design process in an analytical framework, which can satisfy various modeling needs.
- It is almost impossible for a single TAZ design to fulfill all criteria due to the complexities resulting from the reality that some of these constraints conflict with each other.
- The impact of each TAZ design criterion onto modeling accuracy has not fully understood or has been largely ignored in most studies.
- Large rural zones are mostly overlooked in TAZ design presented in the above studies. Special attention to rural zones is motivated by the fact that they highly influence the modeling accuracy. Indeed, rural zones tend to contain very low number of trips (high statistical error), very high intra-zonal trips (missing data error) and very coarse spatial resolution (high geographic scale error). Thus, further research is highly recommended to consider large rural zones in TAZ design process.
- The complexity and ambiguity surrounding TAZ definition and selection justify the call for further research in the field.

In the real world modeling process, transportation planners conducting various travel demand modeling activities require disaggregating/aggregating socioeconomic data from the census available for varying geographies such as dissemination blocks (DBs), dissemination areas (DAs) and census tracts (CTs) to customized geographic areas-TAZs to best fit their models. This is another influential aspect in the spatial analysis related to travel demand models and is equally challenging as TAZ design. Further, a significant aspect in data transformation between two geographical levels at varying scale (for example, from a census geographical unit- census tracts to TAZ) is to ensure that the two zonal systems boundaries are compatible or congruent. In this case, the data transfer is utterly an aggregation procedure as discussed before. Unfortunately, in most cases, data transfer is between incompatible (incongruent) zonal systems and under these circumstances, data transfer requires more sophisticated techniques than just aggregating and adding fully contained TAZs. Thus, modelers need to build techniques to assign data between these varying spatial units or to transfer data to newly generated TAZs. In general, areal interpolation techniques have been used for data processing between two or more incompatible TAZ systems.
As revealed from the literature review, traditional travel demand modeling over the years has been focusing more on the process itself while paying little attention or even ignoring the aspects of TAZ definition, configuration and design. Therefore, modelers cannot find formal methods for guiding the design of the zone system and characteristics of those zones must be decided on an empirical basis in every specific modeling situation [49]. In general, TAZ structure characterized by the number and size of zones inside the study area is closely connected to the analysis level that modelers try to achieve. Further, it is important to understand that the quality of a zoning solution is determined by the model objectives. Clearly, TAZ design based on fulfilling a set of multiple criteria (or optimizing a set of constraints) has been proven to be a challenging task due to the complexities involved. For example, trying to achieve zonal homogeneity will most likely conflict with meeting zonal contiguity requirement. Furthermore, TAZ with homogeneous land use activity may conflict with its shape compactness. Ultimately, the whole TAZ design exercise becomes a question of dealing with trade-offs between conflicting constraints to reach a reasonable and feasible solution to fulfill the modeling needs.

Formulating a multi-objective aggregation or disaggregation criteria is difficult to achieve in practice, because the number of possible TAZ structure configuration is infinite. On the other hand, “rule-of-thumb”-based TAZ selection process was criticized for loosely reflecting fundamental spatial analytic principles and not suggesting an objective, scientific procedure [50]. Thus, due to the complexity of the problem, several heuristic approaches have been tried to provide solution to the TAZ configuration problems. Today, more advanced methods attempting to rationalize the design process in an analytical framework are being developed using spatial and statistical techniques. In particular, TAZ design analytical techniques have been motivated by advances in GIS, computer speed and storage capabilities, and computing algorithms. Consequently, a number of clustering algorithms have been deployed in GIS environment using a different set of constraint and objective functions to achieve an “optimal” TAZ design. In particular, O’Neill [36], You et al. [39], Ding [43], and Choi and Kim [38] attempted to solve the problems associated with the “modifiable” or arbitrary nature of the spatial zoning system. Unfortunately, the spatial analytic issues have been selectively recognized by the transportation researchers, who have attempted the GIS-based analytic solution for optimal

Table 1. TAZ Selection Criterion and their Impacts on 4-Step Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAZ Design Criteria</th>
<th>Criteria Description</th>
<th>Criteria Impact on 4-Step Model</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneity</td>
<td>Similar land-use and socioeconomic characteristics within TAZs.</td>
<td>Minimize intrazonal trips. Improve trip generation estimation.</td>
<td>[17,20,32,34-41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contiguity</td>
<td>Spatially connected TAZs.</td>
<td>Well defined TAZ for Spatial dependence and facilitating data interpolation. Improve O-D estimates.</td>
<td>[35-39,42-44,46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convexity and compactness</td>
<td>Compact and well defined regular TAZ shape.</td>
<td>Improve O-D estimate. Irregular TAZ shape might result in unrealistic “lumping” assignment of trips to road network due to long centroid connectors.</td>
<td>[35-37,41,43-45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusiveness</td>
<td>Avoid zones (islands or doughnuts) within TAZ.</td>
<td>Avoid calculation problems in 4-steps travel demand models.</td>
<td>[34,35,37,42-44,46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary compatibility with census and statistical boundaries</td>
<td>Nesting census geography within TAZ boundaries.</td>
<td>Rich source for readily available census data and facilitate data transfer. Improve generation /production, O-D estimation and overall modeling results</td>
<td>[32,34-37,40-46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary compatibility with physical features</td>
<td>Respect of physical geographic separators placed on territory such as railways, rivers etc.</td>
<td>Impose travel barriers and thus impact trip distribution and traffic assignments.</td>
<td>[34-36,40-42-44,46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary Compatibility with network geography</td>
<td>Respect roadway network details (number of links/TAZ and functional class composition).</td>
<td>Ensure balanced assignment of traffic and improve traffic assignment capability and accuracy.</td>
<td>[17,40,47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal trip generations per TAZ and setting up maximum threshold</td>
<td>Equal number of trip generation (productions &amp; attractions) per TAZ.</td>
<td>Prevent overloading road links in TAZ with high trip generations and improve traffic assignment.</td>
<td>[34-37,42-44,47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAZ numbers</td>
<td>Modeler’s choice. Selected based on modeling need to result geographically balanced data. Consider maximum threshold.</td>
<td>Improve trip generation and distribution.</td>
<td>[32,35,36,40-42,48]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TAZs design. Specifically, the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) have not received much attention among both transportation researchers and practitioners. Evidently, MAUP arises when the spatial zoning system used to collect geographic data is arbitrary and consequently, the results based on that system can be arbitrary. To this end, the pervious discussion related to TAZ design reveals that the issue has been overlooked by transportation community and further it is challenged by lacking a well-defined concept, a solid methodology and a sound spatial analytical process. In addition, ambiguity surrounding TAZ design is related to defining a same TAZ structure for a variety of modeling goals, because quite often zones designed for one purpose may not be suitable for another [51].

To date, the issue of TAZ design for travel demand modeling applications is still an open area for further research. What definitely needed is the introduction of new methodological approach for zoning scheme, which is based on an algorithm-based delineation process defined to fulfill a set of constraints (objective function) and to achieve multi modeling goals. Equally important, TAZ design step should be dealt with as an integral part of the traditional modeling framework rather than an exogenous data input module.

HFTDM with Advanced Technology and “Intelligent” Data Sources
As previously mentioned, traditional models failed to provide improved/network-wide traffic estimations. This was mainly due to their dependence on highly aggregated census data reported over coarse spatial geography. Nowadays, the remedy to such a problem is possible with recent advances in GIS and Remote Sensing (RS), along with tremendous improvements in computing speed, internet accessibility, graphic quality, and data availability. This section will briefly discuss how GIS as a data-processing tool and remotely sensed images as data-collection technology can be used to in develop high-fidelity travel demand models (HFTDM). Detailed discussion of both GIS and RS along with other intelligent data sources such as parcel-based tax-assessment data, and point-based postal data in developing HFTDM for improved modeling accuracy will be included in the coming section “Opportunities and Challenges”.

GIS in Relation to HFTDM
The introduction of Geographic Information System (GIS) into the traditional travel demand modeling has been acknowledged as being the most significant enhancement to advance the practices in this field. Generally speaking, the basic practice of travel demand forecasting has changed little since the days of Urban Transportation Planning System (UTPS) (early 70’s). The most significant advances have been in computer technology, software enhancements such as improved graphical displays and geographic information system (GIS) [12]. Further, Sutton [52] attributes the adaptation of GIS in transportation (GIS-T) to the requirements of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA), the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, and legislation by states that mandate the development of transportation models/programs to reduce traffic impacts.

Further, NCHRP 365 [21] recognizes GIS as a significant development of travel modeling field. The manual sums up the role of GIS in the modeling process as follows: (1) prepare, map and batch roadway network at detail needed for the model, (2) map demographic data at a census block/tract level, (3) convert census blocks/tracts to traffic analysis zones (TAZs), and (4) export TAZ structure to form a demarcation file for use in the model. It is worth mentioning at this point that, in travel demand model, spatial data are identified, stored, processed and presented in GIS environment as points, lines, and polygons. A list of traditional modeling activities facilitated by GIS in the reviewed literature is included in Table 2. Table 2 lists a variety of GIS spatial analysis tools, which can facilitate data preparation, building TAZ and roadway network elements. Traditionally, TDM starts with data perpetration and GIS is used to store, retrieve, analyze, modify, import, export and display data required or produced by travel demand models. GIS provides powerful, graphical, data base query capabilities that are useful in testing various attributes and their impact on demand modeling activities. Further, GIS is proven to be an efficient tool in defining and designing TAZs by applying various spatial functions such as clip, merge, selection, overlay, split, distributing, aggregate etc. For example, GIS can be used to achieve a multiple map layer overlay, which helps in detecting and identifying TAZ and census boundaries. Also, map editing has been used widely to redefine TAZ boundaries. Finally, GIS provides a systematic and consistent way to build, code, update, and check connectivity of roadway network.

Remote Sensing (RS) Technologies in Relation to HFTDM
Spatial misrepresentation of demographic and economic data from census limits the accuracy of traditional travel demand models and their network-wide traffic estimation capabilities. Thus, these limitations have led transportation agencies and communities to continuously seek for new modeling tools and data sources to improve the static and “confidential” nature of census data. Remote sensing technology has been emerged as a powerful “intelligent” data source, which has the potential to resolve some of the aforementioned issues from census data. Certainly, this has been motivated by the following benefits of using remote-sensing for data collection in transportation planning [54]: (1) flexibility in collecting data from places that are costly or impossible to reach, (2) it is non-intrusive technique, and (3) wide-area coverage at improved spatial and spectral accuracies without intensive labor activities. Moreover, Ekern [54] in his efforts to close the knowledge gap between transportation and remote-sensing communities suggests that the two communities should become knowledgeable to the needs and products of each other. Indeed, closing the gap is needed nowadays more than ever with the recent advent of high-Resolution Satellite Imagery (HRSI) such as IKONOS satellite from Space Imaging and QuickBird satellite from Digital Global. Truly, high-resolution images (mostly better than 1 m spatial resolution) contain rich, detailed, accurate spatial information, in a timely and a relatively less-costly manner about land use/land cover (classified land use, impervious surfaces, and vegetation) and urban features (roads and buildings). In this regard, Usher [55] urges
transportation organizations to make changes to their current planning and operation approaches by employing new tools for storing, retrieving, visually representing, manipulating and analyzing data.

In short, this section presents remote-sensing as an enabling tool and data collection technology which have a significant potential to empower and improve traditional travel demand modeling. Table 3 summarizes literature using remote-sensing for enhancing various traditional modeling activities. Clearly, Table 3 shows remote sensing as an opportunity to reduce efforts in field data collection and surveys activities, which are laborious, costly and time consuming and to provide a rich source of data for various travel demand modeling activities. First of all, it is essential to precisely specify data items that are to be collected from remotely sensed images. For Land-Use/Land-Cover (LULC) classification, the focus is on LULC classification categories and functional classification. The ultimate challenge to using remote sensing technology in transportation planning field is related to the lack of standardization in LULC classification and the presence of a range of ways in which standard image classification techniques are being developed/used in urban transportation applications. Further, the quality of classifications may become highly dependent on effective integration with exogenous ancillary information such as land use or digital property maps. No doubt, improving LULC classification will provide an additional powerful data source for land-use-based TAZ design.

For building and extracting roadway network, Table 3 reveals numerous efforts by remote sensing communities. Due to the fact that on one hand, buildings accommodate human beings activities, and the information of buildings, such as size, height, geometric shape and orientation, can be used to roughly estimate the location, scale and even purpose of various human activities, on the other hand, all of them are useful for land use classification and high-fidelity travel demand modeling application. Further, accurate extraction of roadway network centerlines/boundaries is considered to be an opportunity for validating, updating and conducting various accuracy checks. It should be emphasized that one possible reason of traffic estimation error is partly attributed to the differences between the assumed/modelled roadway network and the actual one in-place. Finally, feature extraction is challenged by misclassification due to feature complexities and heterogeneity of urban surfaces, for example, roof tops vs street pavement, shades from trees, noise from cars etc.

In our opinion, literature review reveals that research efforts to improve four-step model in general has not been focused on the “high-fidelity” (including both fine zones and detailed roadway network) concept and fall short in the following aspects: (1) creating fine zones by disaggregating census data from geographically defined census area, e.g., dissemination area (DA) or census tract (CT) level to even higher spatial resolution (e.g., blocks or even parcels) through integrating GIS/RS/tax assessment data, (2) utilizing data source with fine spatial unit (e.g., dissemination blocks, tax assessment digital property maps, and postal code point data) which has the potential of forming a new geographic building block for improved TAZ structure, (3) emphasizing the need for fine-grained, detailed, and up-to-date socioeconomic information that go beyond census by employing a variety of innovative “intelligent” tools and data sources, (4) utilizing remote sensing technology for transportation molding applications based on potential benefits from remotely sensed data, (5) dealing with large rural zones to ensure an effective distribution of the assigned traffic over the entire roadway network including low-class roads, and (6) defining a set of guidelines for the optimal TAZ structure/ network details to meet a specific modeling goal.

As part of a remedy effort for the previously mentioned limitations of traditional travel demand models, the following sections of this research paper will highlight the potential challenges and opportunities in relation to developing HFTDM based on what have been revealed from the above extensive literature review and related conclusions.

### CHALLENGES/OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING TFTDM ESTIMATION

Literature review from this paper reveals the challenges facing researchers and practitioners in developing the proposed high-fidelity travel demand model for a variety of improved decision-makings in transportation planning field. In the following paragraphs, we will discuss challenges identified in the review and they are as follows:

**Challenge 1: Census data issues -aggregation, confidentiality, and assumptions.** Census data are heavily employed in developing traditional travel demand models. Unfortunately, census agencies in various countries collect data at individual and household levels subsequently aggregate them at a specific geographic level for reasons of confidentiality (non-disclosure). Openshaw et al. [76] identified the following three implications from the aggregation process of census data due to the privacy issue: (1) the loss of precision of dissimilar personal records for the same geography, (2) the loss of considerable uniqueness and details, and (3) major reduction in multivariate...
dimensionality. No doubt, personal data collected then aggregated are changed dramatically as individual characteristics recorded with immense details are aggregated to become frequency counts with the loss of linkage between different variables. For these reasons, Statistics Canada (SCAN) asked users of census data to be aware of data and area suppression issues, so that they can assess the usefulness of census data for their purposes and the risks involved in basing conclusions or decisions on these data.

Unfortunately, this aggregation is accompanied with troubles for travel demand modeling analysis. Specifically, as a result of this forced aggregation, two kinds of biases arise in the modeling analysis: (1) from using areally grouped data for model variables (income, age, auto ownership, etc....), and (2) from using virtual geographic centroid to represent the location of human activities (dwelling units and employment centers) rather than using the real spatial allocation of individual human activity in each areal unit [77]. More to the point, working with aggregated objects at coarse zones is basically assuming all objects are treated similarly, and all intrazonal processes are ignored since they do not appear on any transportation network and can be considered as a problem of missing data [78]. Thus, ignoring intrazonal trips will have a major impact on modeling accuracy and network-wide traffic assignability. Equally important, census data are prepared for purposes other than transportation planning and therefore, most of the time modelers and transportation planners have to manipulate them to fit their modeling needs. Generally speaking, with an aim of the development of HFTDMs, manipulating census data is carried out by transforming them from a state of aggregation over coarse geography to a state of disaggregation over fine geography. The main challenge (among others) in the whole transformation process is defining the required level of spatial disaggregation to achieve the required number, shape, and size of zones to fulfill the model goals. Ultimately, the final choice is a compromise between available resources and modeling needs. Further, census data suffer from the assumption that socioeconomic attributes are uniformly distributed across areal polygons and trips are generated from a hypothetical or virtual center called “area centroid”. Thus, the intensity and distribution of population and their socioeconomic activities over space within a polygon-TAZ are missing from census data. Certainly, the aforementioned census data issues will impose a challenge when they are used at the level of geography required in order to meet the needs of travel demand modeling.

**Challenge 2: Lack of longitudinal and timely data.** Accurate travel demand forecasting requires data that are representative of the current conditions, which should be continuously updated as well. Unfortunately, transportation community continues relying on the census partly because they often lack the resources needed to continuously update socio-economic and demographic input data for their travel demand models. To date, census data are locked not only in spatial details provided to the public, but also in the temporal depth. Data extracted from the census is like a snap shot taken every ten years (US and UK), or every five years (Canada and Australia). Ford and Fricker [79] recognized the need for socioeconomic and demographic data that are complete, current, representative and appropriate for the applications of travel demand models. Notably, full reliance on census data would leave us to a “no-data” situation for those periods between the two censuses, which can only be manipulated or estimated by planners using growth rate and trend analysis. To address this issue the authors called for continuous “real-time” data collection efforts. Further, maintaining an up-to-date inventory for the periods between censuses is one of the thorniest problems in data collection efforts [80]. Thus, Goulas [80] called for year-to-year update to attain what he called “fresh” data in order to move data inventory to an accurate and more complete picture. Certainly, using out-dated census data in the development of travel demand model involves a much higher uncertainty, and therefore, the challenge is to find an affordable way to update data and supplement the census.

**Challenge 3: Heterogeneous land-use patterns.** Heterogeneity is basically reflected by the degree to which residential units and employment centers (housing/job mix) are located in the same areal unit or the same TAZ. Although land use heterogeneity is promoted as one of the smart growth principles, it is discouraged in the spatial analysis for

---

**Table 3. Summary of Remote Sensing Research Activities in Relation to Transportation Planning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Focus</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Modeling Application</th>
<th>Anticipated Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Road-network Extraction</td>
<td>[56-60]</td>
<td>Update existing road networks, check road networks connectivity, check TAZ boundaries and centroid connectors.</td>
<td>Local-street misclassification due to shadows using HRI and asphalt paved roofs. Rural roads weak boundaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Extraction</td>
<td>[61-65]</td>
<td>Validate and improve census data, extract building footprints for reducing rural zones size, improve land use classification for urban areas for TAZ design and selection.</td>
<td>Shades by tall buildings or trees. Different materials for same feature result in classification errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land-Use/Land-Cover Classification (LULC)</td>
<td>[66-69]</td>
<td>Functional classification used in TAZ design, place of work employment data, trip generation, and trip distribution validation, and centroid location.</td>
<td>Relationship between LU and LC is not direct and sometimes is ambiguous. Confusion and non uniformity in classification standards. Complexity and diversity of urban structures and materials.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
travel demand modeling applications. And this is due to the fact that heterogeneous zonal fabric characterized by mixed land uses will result in missing intrazonal “short” trips while capturing only interzonal trips and consequently, reducing estimation accuracy of travel demand models. Therefore, improving traditional TDM implies creating homogeneous TAZ structure in terms of size, shape and land use purpose of the created TAZs. However, defining homogeneity based on a set of constraints and variables such as, population, employment, socio-economic factors and land-use characteristics, is a challenging task. Further, modelers are challenged with a dynamic heterogeneous system within each spatial unit irrespective of its level of geographic hierarchy, which also changes substantially according to the temporal scale used. Finally, developing a homogeneous TAZ structure using the finest levels of spatial geography (i.e., parcel and block levels) with heterogeneous land uses requires establishing a complicated optimization question and corresponding solution.

Challenge 4: Lack of data integration and standardization. Despite the widespread use of census socioeconomic data in travel demand modeling, no consensus exits as to which variables should be used or at which level of spatial geography. Data collection efforts come from a variety of organizations such as governmental (federal, provincial, and local), commercial, and non-profit/educational institutions. Further, several data types exist (census and non-census), each with different variables, geographic levels, and updating frequency. These data have to be integrated before being used in modeling analysis. Retrieving and integrating geo-spatial information from multi-database systems and from various sources is a critical, non-trivial issue. For example, when integrating GIS-based roadway network from vector layer and another one extracted from satellite imagery, we need to ensure that roads from the two layers line up and have the same geo-referencing details.

Challenge 5: Place of work (POW) data. Information on the origins and destinations of trips is crucial to travel demand modeling. So that, poor location data may introduce misleading estimates. Unfortunately, Place-of-Work (POW) data provided by census agencies such as Statistics Canada (SCAN) is problematic for two reasons: First, POW data at DA level is population-based and does not reflect the real number of employment by industry at the specified geographic area they represent. Therefore, there is uncertainty surrounding employment data, which will result in misleading model estimation. Today, researchers were required to purchase special tabulations on employment-based POW data at DA level. Second, POW data usually are not provided at finer levels of spatial geography than DA due to confidentiality issue. Accordingly, transforming POW data between various levels of spatial geography may introduce errors due to geo-coding inconsistencies and scale problem. In this regard, it should be noted that Statistics Canada (SCAN) recently released POW employment data at the census tract (CT) level (bigger than DA), for all tracted Census Metropolitan Areas (CMAs) and Census Agglomerations (CAs) in Canada, for the years 2001 and 2006. In 2006 Census, SCAN tabulated POW employment data at CT Level for 48 urban areas (33 CMAs and 15 CAs) and 5,076 CTs. CT level of spatial geography may not be a good TAZ structure for urban and local modeling purposes, especially in the context of developing HFTDMs. Finally, census agencies, e.g., SCAN suppresses data for POW population due to confidentiality issues. The impact of data suppression on modeling accuracy needs to be further investigated.

Challenge 6: Spatial resolution of rural area. Developing an improved TDM require dealing with rural zones. In the context of North America they are large, irregular in shape with relatively low land use density, which is mainly residential in type and scattered in distribution. Further, rural zones usually have much sparse roadway network (or even non-existent) when compared to their urban counterparts. This characterization of rural large zones tends to generate high portion of intrazonal trips, which are mostly unaccounted for in the traffic assignment process. However, the issue of rural zones has been long challenging to transportation planners and it appears such a problem is caused by the fact that they are designing TAZs irrespective of the level of spatial geography they use. Indeed, large rural TAZs are in existence at all levels of census geography, including DA and DB levels. Generally speaking, rural DAs tend to be more homogenous in terms of the population they contain, but not their size, leading to less accurate modeling results. Also, as mentioned before, postal codes suffer from significant variation in geographical extent, which could range from a single building in a CBD area to hundreds of square miles in rural areas (e.g., average size of a ZIP code area in the State of Wyoming is 1,430 km²). Clearly, this tends to make their use for fine spatial analysis misleading and this is generally true for rural areas and even for some urban areas. Additionally, rural land-use categories, which tend to be more homogenous, but occupied only at scattered areas, may be lost because their scale of resolution is so low that their presence is underestimated (e.g. census undercounting problem in rural areas). On the other hand, land-use types occupying much less area and tend to be concentrated and contiguous their presence is overestimated because their scale of resolution is so high. With all that being said, there is a need to disaggregate rural zones by reducing their spatial resolution for creating a homogeneous, compact zonal structure in order to improve modeling accuracy. Despite the growing recognition of the problem, no methodology has been developed as of yet to deal with this issue. Further research integrating GIS and remote-sensing technologies is recommended to disaggregate large rural zones for improved modeling accuracy.

Challenge 7: Roadway network (RN) representation. Clearly, socioeconomic data and roadway network play a significant role in modeling accuracies. Three issues in relation to roadway network are of concern to traditional modeling activities:

a) RN should be up-to-date, with high connectivity and detailed attributes. Any model validation and sensitivity test must begin with a good network design and coding procedure in place. Without this solid basis for modeling, the best validation procedures and efforts are exercised in futility.

b) RN should be compiled from various sources for accuracy.
c) Deciding on the detail level of roadway network needed to match the developed TAZ structure is another challenging question need to be answered in developing HFTDM. The interaction between the zoning structure/spatial resolution and network details has been mostly overlooked in both the states of art and practice. And the recommendation always has been to use a more detailed roadway network with fine TAZ structure and a less detailed one for coarse TAZ structure, but not quantitative guidelines are available.

Basically, detailed, well-connected network containing streets of diverse sizes and functions will facilitate dispersing traffic by offering differing routes to a variety of destinations. Consequently, this will improve network-wide traffic assignment, including low-class local roads. Finally, A Peer Exchange on Travel Model Validation Practices conducted by Travel Model Improvement Program (TMIP) and sponsored by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) recommends testing network topology, including balancing between roadway network details and zone details among a number of primary and secondary model validation tests [81]. However, the document does not provide any details regarding the specific test procedures or minimum standards for the tests. Thus, further research is required to quantify the match between the two for various modeling scopes to achieve improved network-wide modeling estimations.

**Challenge 8: Lack of incorporating spatial analytical issues.** Transportation community always considered travel as a derived demand for personal activities that are distributed in space and time [41]. Therefore, space is an integral part of transportation analysis, which cannot be overlooked. The essence of traditional travel demand modeling appears to be analyzing spatially aggregated census-based data defined by coarse and arbitrary zonal boundaries. As mentioned before, census geographies do not fit modeling purposes in most cases they have to be reconstructed under a set of modeling criteria in order to achieve a set of modeling goals. Although, the focus of designing “optimal” TAZ structures based on the census geographies have been enhanced by advancements in GIS and spatial analysis techniques, unfortunately, this opportunity is accompanied by added troubles resulted from overlooking the sensitivities of disaggregating aggregated census data to the ideal areal units or final TAZs used. The truth of the matter, travel demand modeling involves analyzing aggregated spatial data and modeling spatial geographies and both are associated with spatial analytical issues, which can substantially affect modeling results.

As discussed earlier in this review, modifiable area units problem (MAUP) arise when changing study area boundaries to produce a variety of spatial units, which will definitely have a significant influence on the modeling results. Yet, ecological fallacy (EF) occurs when individual characteristics recorded in immense details are aggregated to become frequency counts with the loss of linkage between different variables [76]. EF is related to reporting census data with the assumption of homogeneity and uniform distribution over geographical units. In travel demand modeling context, it is generally believed that MAUP and EF effects could be mitigated by disaggregating data over high spatial resolution geography [50]. Unfortunately, to date, there is no predefined method to avoid the spatial analytical pitfalls related to MAUP/EF problems and the uncertainties induced by spatial interpolation. As long as traditional travel demand models are limited by coarse and arbitrary zonal boundaries and continue to rely on aggregated census data, those spatial/statistical issues should be recognized and accounted for as part of our efforts to the model improvement scheme.

The aforementioned impediments of traditional modeling framework should not be considered fatal flaws but challenges to overcome. This section aims to identify a series of opportunities that, if implemented, would enhance traditional travel demand models and help in development of HFTDM. They are as follows:

**Opportunity 1: GIS Software.** Remarkably, we have entered an era in which it is possible to take advantage of the explosion of digital geographical information, which could only be managed through GIS technology. Evidently, GIS has led the way to the growth of techniques for improving various commercial transportation travel demand forecasting software. For example, Caliper’s TansCAD software package is a fully integrated GIS and transportation analysis tool. This software combines GIS and transportation modeling capabilities in a single integrated platform. EMME-2, Cube Voyager and VISUM are other similar software packages. Further, in recent years, there has been an enormous increase in the availability of open-source software, which is being widely adopted by research communities. Today, the world of GIS goes from analyzing static geographic and census data to conducting various spatial analyses over dynamic data in real-time, which in turn provide vital information to planners and decision makers.

**Opportunity 2: Remote-Sensing (RS).** The widely used four-step travel demand model was mainly criticized as being a static one ignoring land-use/transportation interaction. Capturing this real-world interaction in travel demand analysis is regarded as an opportunity to improve the precision and estimation accuracy of traditional travel demand modeling. Today, various kinds of remote sensing (RS) systems and sensors are utilized for capturing changes in land use and transportation system. High-resolution images from multiple sensors (such as Optical, LiDAR and Radar) contain rich source of spatial data, which can support various traditional travel demand forecasting and modeling activities, such as the design of TAZs and disaggregating census data. Accordingly, information extracted from these images provides the hints about where people live and work within the biophysical context. Furthermore, it provides a measure associated with human activities such as impervious surfaces, building footprints, and land use/land cover classification. In addition, nowadays, remotely sensed data are covering nearly every corner of the earth with increasing spatial and temporal resolution, which has a huge potential for providing traditional travel demand modeling with fine-grained high-resolution socioeconomic data for enhanced modeling experiences and accuracy.

Intuitively, detailed classification of the urban landscape is required for developing HFTDMs, which has been more
and more accessible due to the increasing availability of high-to-very-high-resolution images, advancements in rule-based/object-based image classification algorithms, and availability of fine-resolution census geography (dissemination block level). Consequently, detailed land-use classification, roadway network and socioeconomic attributes can be visually identified and finally extracted by computers at fine levels of geography. This opportunity is extremely vital for improving traditional TDM in the following areas: (1) achieving fine TAZ structure with homogenous land-use, and (2) disaggregating socioeconomic data (population, households, and employment) from census based on classification and quantification of building footprints. In addition, keeping roadway network updated in a detailed and timely manner is crucial for developing HFTDM in that (1) it will ensure high-resolution traffic assignment can be carried out over a network including roads from all functional classes, and at the same time, (2) it will eliminate our reliance on costly, time-consuming and labor intensive ground surveying (traditional or automatic) techniques for updating roadway network.

Opportunity 3: Computer advancements. Recent advancements in computer hardware and software technologies make it possible to perform modeling tasks that have been treated as impediments in the past decade or so. Faust et al. [82] recognize the lack in computer capabilities as the reason for preventing the integration of GIS and RS. It appears that improvement efforts of traditional travel demand models focus on disaggregating space and integrating “fine” data into the modeling process, and this, in turn, requires performing analytical tasks, which are becoming very processor and memory hungry. Fortunately, because of the exponential increase in computing speed and memory space, the computational time required related to extensive detailed roadway network or to disaggregate space to the “roof top” is no longer a limitation. With these tremendous computing capabilities, “data hungry” urban models characterized by Lee back in 1973 [7] are no more of a concern. Furthermore, the accelerated increase in the size of computer memory and processor speed will facilitate innovative system designs that manage both optimize speed and accuracy in handling large amounts of georeferenced transportation data and sizable roadway networks [83].

Opportunity 4: Remote-Sensing/GIS Integration. Geospatial modeling and data handling functionalities from GIS and cost-effective data collection and timely object detection/extraction capabilities from RS call for efforts from both GIS and RS communities to integrate both technologies for various applications, including those in transportation area. Two data issues ultimately have warranted and led to the integration of both GIS and RS: (1) the need for combining data from the two sources (GIS static and RS dynamic data), and (2) the need to utilize unique functionalities of both technologies: GIS -managing, processing and visualizing of data and RS -object-detection and timely collection of data at a large scale. Therefore, the integration is based on a mutual interest of both communities for data enhancements to support policy and decision making efforts. Wilkinson [84] conceptualized the integration between remote sensing and GIS technologies as follows: First, remote sensing can be used as a tool for gathering data to be analyzed in GIS. Second, GIS data can be used as auxiliary information to improve image processing. Third, remote sensing and GIS can be used together for modeling and analysis. Afterwards, Weng [85] elaborated on Wilkinson’s ways of integration by relating each one of them into a specific modeling application. First, remote-sensing images have been used in extracting and updating roadway networks, providing land-use/cover data and attributes of urban features and detecting urban expansion. Second, census data have been used to improve image classification in urban areas. Third, the integration of remote sensing and census data has been applied to estimate population and residential density, to assess socioeconomic conditions and to evaluate the quality of life.

Opportunity 5: Internet-based mapping services. Advancements in the internet and satellite communication have paved the way for various internet mapping programs, which offers users an interactive mapping of the globe covered with high-resolution imagery, streets, and points of interest. They start changing the way we see and model the world by providing users with freely available, easy to use, rich and dynamic geographic data. Evidently, a variety of internet mapping services could potentially provide useful data for developing HFTDM. For example, Google Earth (GE) offers free world-level coverage of high-resolution images with capabilities of downloading them using Google Satellite Downloader 6.7. Then, downloaded GE images can be exported to GIS-based software such as ArcGIS or TansCAD for further analysis. Moreover, users can add geospatial data to Google Earth KML (Keyhole Markup Language) files by converting Shapefiles to KLM files. More importantly, these image can be used to extract rich land cover/land use information and travel demand models can overlay such information with differing GIS vector layers such as study area at both standard census geography and disaggregated levels, road network, centroids and centroid connectors, digital property maps (DPM), land-use maps, and classified images, for various modeling tasks. This overlay of diverse vector layers will enable modelers to perform analysis with a clear picture of the whole study area and details of related modeling components.

Opportunity 6: Parcel-based tax assessor data. Human activities are directly related to land-use signature. For example, residential and employment land-uses define where people live, and work respectively. The rest of land-use classes define all other activities such as recreational, commercial, etc. Tax assessment parcel data and tax maps accurately reflect size, shape, and location, of each parcel of land in a municipality. Moreover, parcel-based tax assessor database uniquely identifies each parcel by parcel identifier number (PIN), property account number (PAN), property description (residential, commercial, vacant, etc.), property type code, and property assessment value. Further, parcels are graphically displayed in digital property maps (DPMs), which defines the property lines for each parcel. Schuurman et al. [33] recognize that property (cadastral) data include a seamless spatial fabric, which makes it possible to assign socioeconomic attributes at the rooftop (household) level. Eventually, using cadastral data as a framework for socioeconomic analysis is fulfilling the call for the need for a data-rich GIS-based model building basis. Thus, data at the cadastral level creates the possibility of conducting socioeconomic analysis at the household level. Yet, many of
the variables used for socioeconomic analysis, such as income, are not associated with the cadastre. However, information regarding dwelling values and tenure type is usually assigned to each legal parcel. Further, Cambridge Systematics [17] proposed to use the parcel tax information in a digital format to delineate TAZs based on clusters of similar land uses. It appears that this is definitely a new opportunity for improving traditional four-step TDM by employing property attributes at parcel level in the modeling process.

Opportunity 7: Point-based postal code data. Various postal agencies keep postal or zip code for delivery purposes. This intelligent data source is also regarded as an opportunity, which has not been utilized for improving traditional travel demand model. To begin with, this opportunity was initially captured by researchers in the health community. They considered ZIP code data an interesting and appealing alternative to commonly used area or zonal-based counterpart [86]. This has been suggested for many reasons, including that ZIP code data is relatively easy to collect at various locations, point of sales; and ZIP code areas are often spatially finer than census geographic areas offering a unique opportunity for analysis at a finer level of spatial geographies. Finally, ZIP codes are roadway network-based geographies, which strongly correspond to the spatial location of individual, families, and business and definitely provide insight to the location of human activities. In addition, with postal code data, one can map urban activities as individual points along roadways with a high precision, which is a more realistic way than the traditional areal or zonal-based representation. Further, these days, increased computing power, advancements in matching algorithm and powerful ge-coding tools in various commercial GIS software have led to the development of “crosswalk”, “relationship” or “conversion” files that associate Postal Service Codes (ZIP or Postal) to any legal and statistical census geography in countries such as US, UK and Canada. For example, SCAN provides Postal Code Conversion File (PCCF), which is a digital file linking the Canada Post Corporation (CPC) six-character postal code to SCAN’s standard geography at all levels, including block-face, dissemination block (DB) or dissemination area (DA). Indeed, this linkage can greatly facilitate data integration from varying sources at diverse levels of geography. This will, in turn, much benefit the development of the proposed HFTDM.

POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS FROM HFTDM

The overall accuracy improvement of traditional modeling approach can be coined by the efforts of developing high-fidelity travel demand model (HFTDM), which shows the following features: (1) Fine spatial TAZs, (2) Homogeneous TAZs with single or nearly single land-use based, (3) High-resolution socioeconomic attributes, (4) Detailed functional roadway network, and (5) Realistic representation of centroid and centroid connectors. More to the point, the proposed HFTDM is expected to enhance each of four steps of the traditional travel demand: Trip Generation, Trip Distribution, Modal Split, and Network Assignment. This is very important as the literature review indicates that the four-step travel demand models are still the mainstream planning tool in most developed countries. On the other hand, the state-of-the-art indicated that uncertainty (prediction errors) propagates from one step to another and it is compounded over the four steps of the traditional modeling process. Further, the modeled traffic volume is expected to have a higher uncertainty than the input data. In practice, the call for fine homogeneous TAZs will result in a closer examination of individual/household as a trip making unit. Consequently, detailed socio-economic household’s attributes and their activity location can be identified within each TAZ in a more accurate and realistic way. Equally important, high-resolution socioeconomic data will improve trip generation/production estimates. Another advantage of using small homogeneous spatial units is that zone centroids have more realistic representation of trip generations and attractions, which is based on population activities rather than on area centers of gravity. This more accurate representation and estimation of trip production and attractions at each zone will allow for a more robust trip distribution analysis.

No doubt, fine TAZ structure will ensure capturing most trips by increasing their likelihood of crossing zonal boundaries, which in turn maximizes the interzonal flow, but by the same token, minimizes the missing trips due to internalization. Further, the use of fine zones will improve the location of trips origins and destinations and shorten the length of centroid connectors. In particular, this will allow for more accurate estimates of travel impedance between zones, which enhances O/D matrices between zones and simply improve trip distribution results from the gravity models. Not to mention, using fine TAZs could provide travel impedances related to short trips produced and attracted within a short distance along local streets. If modelers have information about impedances (distances, travel times, travel speed, etc...) along the local streets, then it is possible to include them in each step of HFTDM. As far as modal split step is concerned, it can benefit from using high-fidelity modeling framework. More precisely, fine/homogeneous spatial zones will provide an opportunity to define and construct the accessibility factor of different modes at very fine spatial scale, land uses, as well as travel impedances by all modes when traveling along detailed roadway network consisting roads from all functional classes.

As previously mentioned, traditional traffic assignments, which are based on coarse zones, virtual centroids and hypothetical centroid connectors, tend to produce very large estimation errors of traffic flows. Obviously, using fine TAZs will result in shorter and less imaginary centroid connectors, which will reduce lumpiness and loadings of trips to centroid connectors. This is because all trips are originated from centroid in one zone and destined at another zones via more realistic centroid connectors. Realistic representation of centroid connectors by including local roads and driveways in the network and dividing the coarse zones into fine zones can be easily realized in the proposed HFTDM. After all, centroid connectors are used to truly represent local streets and collectors that connect true trip ends (origins/destinations) to the nearest arterial street system. In fact, increasing levels of zoning homogeneity, spatial resolution and roadway network details will increase the spatial precision in traffic assignment and result in: (1) Capturing higher proportions of interzonal trips which will help lower Percentage Root Mean Square Errors (PRMSE). (2) Lower portion of intrazonal trips, which usually do not cross TAZs in traditional TDM, are mostly unaccounted for and therefore result in higher PRMSE. (3) Effective and balanced distribution of traffic assigned to both
high-class and low-class roads. The proposed high-fidelity modeling framework will perform traffic assignment with detailed roadway network consisting of roads from all functional classes, which is compatible with the fine-zone TAZ structure utilized, with centroids representing trip ends in a realistic manner and with a much better treatment to all four steps as mentioned above.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Literature review conducted in this research paper indicated that the traditional, sequential “four-step” modeling process is still holding firm as it is being used by the majority of transportation communities since it has been introduced in the 1950’s to evaluate capital-intensive transportation infrastructure projects. In fact, the shortcomings of conventional model originated from such macroscopic scope, which has been recognized as insufficient to consider policy alternatives and incapable of providing accurate network-wide traffic volume estimates. Although the general and structural framework of the model stay the same, it is not adapting and improving with new emerging technologies and intelligent data sources. Today, much of the promise of available technological and data advancements comes from changing the scope of the traditional travel demand modeling framework to higher fidelity (or more disaggregated) one. Practically speaking, this could be achieved by handling the two critical issues that have been hindering the development of high-fidelity travel demand model (HFTDM): (1) relying on census-based socio-economic/land-use data and (2) designing “optimized” TAZ structure/roadway network details to best fit the modeling goals. In general, TAZ design practice among transportation modelers is mostly governed by experiences rather than a systematic approach, which makes it an area open for more research and innovations.

Needless to say, the performance of a HFTDM is highly dependent on the level of TAZ disaggregation. However, the level of disaggregation should be limited to resources available to achieve the model goals. Therefore, modelers should be clear about this point through some sensitivity analysis. With this, testing the relationship between levels of TAZ disaggregation and the overall model accuracy should be explored in the future research. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis relating to TAZ disaggregation with the estimation accuracy of traffic flow on each functional-class of roads and different disaggregation technique should be investigated.

Based on this review and after more than 50 years of traditional modeling practices, it is strongly felt that we shall ponder the following research topics that have arisen based on the development and advancements from new technologies and from the need for developing a more robust, high-fidelity modeling framework to achieve improved network-wide traffic estimates. In this regard, we propose that our transportation community further envisage and investigate the following topics:

- Developing GIS-based integrated spatial data infrastructure for travel demand modeling applications.
- Introducing advanced systematic analytical solutions to TAZ structure design, based on the advancements in algorithm and computer’s capabilities.
- Enhancing various areal interpolation techniques for enhancing travel demand modeling accuracy.
- Incorporating high-resolution imagery for disaggregating census data for modeling applications, with a special emphasis on large rural zones problem.
- Integrating postal code data into TAZ design process.
- Linking traditional TDMs to seamless GIS mapping tools and geospatial database from diverse datasets (Google, WikiMapiam, MapQuest, digital property maps, parcel-based municipal/county tax data and tax maps).
- Understanding the relationship between TAZ structure and roadway network details.

No doubt, the potential of integrating external data knowledge and tools into the traditional modeling procedures to achieve a well-crafted “intelligent” HFTDM is tremendous. This research paper shows that transportation community has recognized but did not fully utilize the above mentioned “intelligent” sources in developing HFTDM. Today, employing intelligent data-collection technologies and data sources such as remotely sensed images, parcel-based digital property maps (DPM) and tax-assessment data, land-use maps, and point-based postal data for improved modeling accuracy can be accomplished completely within a GIS environment. GIS integration with all above data sources and technological tools will adequately capture geographical space and human activities at a much finer resolution, which will lead to a much better representation of all modeling components and result in a much more accurate traffic estimates. Evidently, successful implementation of the high-fidelity modeling framework will provide transportation community with a much better and affordable resource planning tool.
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